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Description

Hello,
It would be great to be able to change the color of subtitles (I prefer yellow)

Associated revisions
Revision 836fae77 - 07/24/2011 11:08 PM - Andreas Smas

Make it possible to configure subtitle style (color, shadow, outline).

Also make it possible to override styles set by subtitle scripts

Fixes #606

History
#1 - 07/16/2011 08:06 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Target version set to 33

Just select among a few preset color is enough I assume?

A multi choice between:

    -  Default
    -  White
    -  Yellow
    -  Cyan

Anything else?

#2 - 07/17/2011 01:51 PM - nico ske

Yes, for me it's yellow :-)
maybe hexadecimal html code field for customisation?

#3 - 07/18/2011 12:33 PM - Jérôme S.
- File sub_option_layout.png added
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A multi choice will never be enough :/
If color can be changed, better will be a RGB selector like a simple box where user can choose with a selector Red Green and Blue.
A plus would be some standard colors already set.

I join a mock so you can see.

#4 - 07/24/2011 11:10 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:836fae7767da1362f9fcd565a92082013bacfb71.

#5 - 07/24/2011 11:15 PM - Andreas Smas

Didn't have time to add a "RGB" selection box with slider etc.

At least this is better that nothing

#6 - 07/24/2011 11:19 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 33 to 3.2

#7 - 07/25/2011 10:32 AM - Jérôme S.

Sure, thank you for considering that feature!
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